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The development of the comics in Indonesia nowadays is thoroughly amazing. Not only favored around the children but also around the teenagers and adult who are mostly favoredit and moreover collect it. Though it’s not many people who collected it since volume one until the latest comics to fullness their satisfaction through reading their favorite comics. But the average of comics which is being favored towards Indonesian people is a comic which is come from Japan, United State and Europe. Especially Japan’s comic which is being favored through the good story, attractiveness and even fuller of mystery. So, how about the Indonesian’s comics? It’s not as much as people know that Indonesian’s comics has existed since a long time ago, and even more our parents are definitely being favored by those Indonesian’s comics. But, that’s what called time’s changing along with the time passed, Indonesian’s comical are unable to compete with foreigner comical and it makes why Indonesian’s comics are rarely published and publicized. It’s definitely ironic, but that’s the reality of Indonesian’s comics nowadays.

Through that fact indeed, we need a place to introduce to the public, moreover to the next generations to show that Indonesian’s comics ever existed and ever has their glory eras in the past. Starts from Indonesian’s comics which is published in strips ‘til becomes a book, many people has never known about that. Thus we needed a place like’s museum to introduce and to inform the public about Indonesian’s comic as well as to maintain, preserve, and store all the whole Indonesian’s comics from ancient times until now on.